
The Drawmer Dynamics® Plug-In provides premium
quality gating, compression, and limiting to TDM
users. Drawing on 20 years of experience in inno-
vative signal processing, the Drawmer Dynamics
Plug-In offers the performance attributes as well
as the look and feel of world renowned Drawmer
analog units.

GATE/COMPRESSOR/LIMITER:
SIDE CHAIN TRIGGERING, A TDM FIRST!
Based on the Drawmer’s legendary DS201
Noise Gate, the Gate/Compressor/Limiter
Plug-In is the ultimate processing tool for
percussive and highly transient material.

The Side-Chain Trigger can be set to key the
gate off of any audio track you choose, pro-
viding limitless processing possibilities. Key
filters “tune” the gate to the required fre-
quency to assist triggering while the
ultra-fast attack time adds punch. Audio is
further enhanced by the compressor and is
kept under precise control by the limiter.

EXPANDER/COMPRESSOR/LIMITER:
FINEST DYNAMICS PROCESSOR

AVAILABLE

For less percussive signals like vocals,
guitar, and piano, Drawmer’s “Program
Adaptive Circuits” can intelligently shape
and enhance the signal, breathing life into
dull tracks and gently controlling excessively
dynamic passages.

The Expander/Compressor/Limiter Plug-In 
is based on the Drawmer DL241 Auto
Compressor and DL251 Limiter. Auto gain
adjusts the gain of the compressor when the
threshold or ratio controls are adjusted.

Automatic attack and release is also available,
producing a dynamic response suitable for all 
types of material, while the wide range of manual
adjustment allows maximum creativity. Built 
in limiting protects your monitors when using
heavy compression.

The “Zero-Overshoot” Limiter keeps perfect 
control of signal peaks, allowing signals to be
boosted to maximum level without fear of over-
load.The Drawmer Dynamics Plug-In responds
smoothly to small signal level changes, yet 
captures large overloads instantly.

The appearance and operation of the Drawmer
Dynamics Plug-In is based on Drawmer’s famous
hardware products, so you will immediately feel 
at home with its simple yet powerful controls.
Conventional LED bar meters show gain reduction
and output signal level.The gate uses “traffic
light” style metering showing envelope status.
Toggle switches select alternative functions —
Bypass, Key Listen, Duck, Auto Gain, and External
Keying from another mixer channel. Operational
controls use traditional rotary knobs or up/down
nudge buttons for incremental adjustments; a 
small window below each control displays the 
exact parameter value selected. Pop-up fader 
controls for track ball users also included.

Drawmer Dynamics takes full advantage of 
Pro Tools functionality, dynamic automation,
total save and recall of all parameters, and 
mapping to external control surfaces.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Digidesign-approved Pro Tools TDM system

For the latest Digidesign product information and
system requirements, visit www.digidesign.com.

For the latest Development Partner plug-in 
and software compatibility information, visit
www.digidevelopers.com.

A division of Avid

� External trigger from any
TDM channel

� Frequency selective gate

� Program adaptive
expander/gate

� Compressor with optional
auto attack and release;
optional auto gain make up

� Gate with external 
side-chain trigger

� Zero overshoot limiter

� Stereo linking
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Gate Controls
Bypass Switch
Key Listen Switch
Gate/Duck Switch
External Internal Key Switch

Min. Max.

Threshold –70 dB O dB

Attack 20 µS 1.75 S

Hold 2 mS 2.2 S

Release 1 mS 9 S

Range dB 0 dB

Low Key Filter 32 Hz 4 KHz

High Key 250 Hz 16 KHz

Expander Controls
Bypass Switch

Min. Max.

Threshold –60 dB +12 dB

Ratio 1.1:1 50:1 Soft

Attack 100 µS 1.5 S

Release 50 mS 2.5 S

Range dB 0 dB

Compressor Controls
Bypass Switch
Auto Attack/Release Switch
Auto Gain Switch

Min. Max.

Threshold –64 dB 0 dB

Ratio 1.1:1 Brickwall

Attack 100 µS 100 mS

Release 50 mS 5 S

Gain 0 dB 36 dB

Auto Gain –9 dB +9 dB

Limiter –18 dB 0 dB


